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Wireless Status:

Indicator Light: 

Keyboard User Manual 
Caps Indicator Light: Light on means uppercase input, light off means lowercase input. 

Indicator Press"Fn+C"blinking blue light slowly for keyboard match to 

111 ustration: Light: device, light will be off after finishing. 

Charging Indicator Blinking light means low battery capacity, light on when charging, 
Light: charging complete green light. 

Charging Indicator Light 
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1. Install device first, and then fold front cover for standing the device. 
2. Dia! ON/OFF button on right direction for opening keyboard, press "Fn+C"into 
matching condition. 

3. Open on device, search keyboard name ( Keyboard) for matching 

device to keyboard. 
4. Input the numbers which shows on device, and then press Enter key for finishing match. 
5. Now keyboard is matched with device, start to use now. 

Keyboard Area 

Maintenance and Warnings: 

Specifications : 1. Do not squeeze, distort or pat on the keyboard 
2. Do not scan the keyboard with microwave. Keep it away from magnetic field. 

3. Keep the keyboard away from liquid. Use it in a dry environment. 
4. Use a soft cloth to clean your keyboard. Turn off the power when it's not used for a long time. 

Common connecting problems and solutions: 
1. Make sure you have turned on the power and the battery is enough. 

2. Make sure the keyboard is within the effective working distance. 
3. Make sure the relative function is open. 
4. Make sure the keyboard has paired with the device. 

Please Note: this keyboard will be asleep if no any action on it within 10 minutes, 

press any key for connecting again. 

Bluetooth Pairing
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LED Status Indicators:

Multifunction Keys:

Caps Status LED

LMP Keyboard ProtectCase for iPad 9.7" 
Manual

Illustration:

Caps Lock Indicator:

Batterie Status: A flashing Light indicates a low Battery Level. Constant Light when charging. 
Green Light when fully charged.

Keyboard Pairing:

Mounting the Stand:

stableturn around

3. Use a soft cloth to clean the keyboard.

Maintenance and Warnings:
1. Do not press, drag, or tap the keyboard.

2. Keep the keyboard away from liquids and magnetic fields.

4. Switch off the keyboard when you are not using it.

Procedure for Connection Problems:

2. Make sure the keyboard is close to the iPad.

3. Make sure Bluetooth is enabled in the iPad Settings.

1. Make sure the keyboard is turned on and the battery is charged.

4. Make sure the Keyboard is paired with the iPad.

Wireless Status LED

Batterie Status LED
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Lights on means uppercase Letters, Lights off means lowercase Letters.

Press "Fn+C" to perform the Pairing between iPad and Keyboard. The LED will turn 
off when the Connection to the iPad is established successfully.

2. Turn the on/off Switch to the right Position, then press "Fn+C" to perform the Pairing. The LED will turn off
when the Connection to the iPad is established successfully. If the connection is not established after 3 Minutes
you need to repeat the pairing process from the start.

1. First setup the iPad, then pair the Keyboard

3. Select "Settings" => "Bluetooth". Make sure that Bluetooth is turned on.

5. A 4-digit numeric Code is displayed on the Screen. Type in the Numbers and confirm the Code with the "Enter"
  Key on the Keyboard.

4. Select under "OTHER DEVICES" the "LMP BT Keyboard".

6. The Pairing is successful as soon as the "LMP BT Keyboard" is displayed as "Connected" under "MY DEVICES".
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